Christianity vs Islam

By Messenger Elijah Muhammad

As-Salaam Alaikum

To you who have arrived here at this particular address to hear this subject, Christianity versus Islam, I thank you and I feel more than honored at your presence here this afternoon. And I thank each and every one of you whether you are a common laborer, whether you are blind, deaf and dumb or whether you are a professor of a college or a university. I thank you for your presence here this afternoon.

We the Muslims greet you As-Salaam-Alaikum which means peace be unto you. This is an Arab word for peace. In going after this subject this afternoon, we must remember whether or not there is time for such understanding - or we will just say - a show down between the two religions. If it's not time we [will] not be successful in trying to make you understand the truth and if this is the time, we will know by your understanding and we will know by your actions or reactions to the truth.

We may sum up a few events of the past, we take back 6,000 years ago according to the word of Almighty God Allah when this world was being fashioned, the white man's world, we have on the pages of history, much confusion, much conflict between Islam or the Muslims, are the builders or manufacturers of this world. We have arrived now at the day we call 6,000 years from the creation of the white man's world. And according to the prophecy, according to your own understanding of the history, the truth must be told. I hope that I don't irritate you; truth is a little thing that hurts. I didn't come out here to dominate your religion nor anyone's religion. I'm here to tell the truth.

We have lived under the whiteman's rule for, now, 6,000 years. Six days they work and on the seventh day rest. We are in the day of rest of their world, and you are surprised. Some of you are confused over what is
taking place. But a knowledge of the history of this world and the prophecy explaining the ending of this
world, you should not be surprised. Some of us have been so surprised that we go astray and exaggerate,
heading in and out of the truth.

The so-called American Negro, who is not a Negro, but a slave name given to them by their slave-master,
who had no love nor friendship for them, and after making them blind, deaf and dumb to the knowledge of
themselves, they called them Negroes, which means something that is dead, lifeless, neutral. In words to say,
that here stands a man that [has] no knowledge of himself and he's neutral, he's not one of us, nor is he one of
their own kind, and that he's like something that is dead that you go take it and place it over here, sit it down
or stand it up, it will remain in the position you put it in until you change that position.

These people have been mistreated by their slave-masters and the slave masters' children worse than any
human being or beings that ever was on our planet earth according to history. We have suffered all kinds of
cruelty, beatings, and murder, all the days since we have been in the Western Hemisphere; it's going on right
at this hour. And today, truth must be told and the truth will free that man of his ignorant knowledge of his
master and of himself.

I want you to remember again, that this subject, the two religions, it's not that I want you to go down on your
knees and start praying this afternoon looking in the skies, no. I'm not actually teaching too much religion,
because how can you learn religion unless you first learn yourself. Our people are so sold to religion; why,
because they are the people of the divine family.

The so-called American Negroes [are] members of the Tribe of Shabazz. Shabazz was a scientist that went
into what was then known as the jungle of East Asia, according to the Teachings of Almighty God, Allah, to
me. Fifty thousand (50,000) years ago, he started with his family there in what you call today the jungles of
Africa. There he taken his family and he started a civilization after his own ideas. He disagreed with the other
23 scientist and went for himself to prove what he thought was necessary for you and I to know, the same as
Yakub. This particular knowledge awakens you; you can't read [it] in no 6,000 year old history.

The true knowledge or science of world that you and I are living in today was kept back, hidden and it was a
secret among the scientist, until the world that you and I have known lived [out ] its time and work that it was
created to do. Today we are closing in or rather it's disappearing and a new world is budding or giving birth
in place of an old one.

We the so-called American Negroes, [are] members, I repeat, from a Tribe of ours by the name of Shabazz.
This man 50,000 years ago, remember that fifty thousand (50,000) years ago, not 6,000 years ago, fifty
thousand(50,000). We, the Nation of Islam, the Nation of righteous, the Nation of peace, we have always
experimented among ourselves or on this and that, and that's Why we know we are the greatest and the
wisest people in the universe because our study of the life on other planets;we don't fine them experimenting
among themselves or on their planet as we are; therefore, we know that we are the wisest people in the sun.

The so-called Negro, the black man, the lost and found member of a great original nation, the first on our
planet: I want you to remember that we are the first on our planet. The planet did'nt come after or rather
before us we was before the planet. I want you to pay good attention, take notes on what I say, attack me on
the truth of it if you want to, I don't have time to contend with you here this afternoon in this short time that I
am given, but you can write me, you can attack me through mail if you want to, I will answer you

Now, We, I say, was before the earth. We could not claim ourselves as being the creators of the universe:
The Sun Moon and Star and the Earth, if we had been born or created after the earth. And if we came after
the earth, then the earth is older then the God Who claimed to be master of the Earth.

There is so much talk going on today, since Almighty God Allah has visited us and revealed to us the truth
that is necessary, very much necessary, that I go into the past to bring you up with the truth to the present
time. Because that is the trouble with my people. They think they are inferior. They think they are something that God don't want Himself. They think that their particular knowledge and way of life is like that of all of our people, regardless to what part of earth the live in. And some think that they are superior in wisdom, in education than any of their kind in the earth.

This I say is a mistake that you are making yourself. It is due to the lack of knowledge of the black man. I want you to know these things before we go into argument over, "he is teaching hate; he's teaching black supremacy."

I want to give to you the Blackmans' history. You can say that he's inferior. You can say that he's not superior. You can say that he's not the supreme people if you want to. That's up to you. But I will give you his history and I defy you to disprove it.

"We don't want religion." Some of us are so proud. There are a lot of Atheist being born among the people.

Today, living in a rich world and a fast world filled with sport and play, the so-called America Negro has been made drunken off such foolishness and today he's proud to walk around some of them and say "I don't believe in no God."

I want any Atheist to contend with me that he actually don't believe in a God. And I can prove to you that you are mistaken. You do believe in a God. One is Supreme over you. We all have that.

I say my beloved listeners, that if you feel that I am out of line, out of the order and law of the truth, you are welcome to attack me. But I would say, before I go further, I thank you, leaders of different organizations, as I have learned that some of you are here.

I thank you for your presence. And I hope that you and I can agree on facts and live in unity together. And some of you religious people that do not actually confess Islam, but you are religious people of your choice, I am happy that you are here.

Christianity, Islam, and the Hindu religion, or Buddhism, is three of the greatest religions of the people today; Christianity is the Youngest of them all. Buddhism is an old religion. And Islam is as old as God Himself.

Islam is not an organized religion. It's a religion to the very nature of God and His people. It is the natural religion of God and His people, so says the Holy Qur'an 30:30. And how do we say that it's not if we are from the first Father or the Creator of the Universe. Whatever His nature was, then we are that. If His nature was of evil, we are evil people. If His nature was good, then we are good people.

There is much confusion today over this revelation that has been revealed in America over the history of the two people, mainly black and white, that even I have lost a lot of friends amongst the Orthodox Muslims who are not able to agree that the nature in which we were created in is different from the nature of the white race, they are two different people. Altogether. I am so sorry for your lack of knowledge of self and others, but if we can listen and try to huddle over the truth that is said or being taught, you should bear me witness that I am after good for you, not evil, but for good. I am not after you to tie you in with your slave-master to make you one of the members of his family, as he has already destroyed us. About 85% or 95% percent of us is destroyed by the slave master and his children according to one professor here today. Or, we don't have to do nothing but just glance at each other and we see and recognize the mark. You that want to further the destruction of your people, I want you to listen closely and after this, I hope you will bear witness to the truth that you would be a fool to destroy yourself.

We, the original people of the Earth, the universe, have no birth record; there is no such thing as 6,000 years ago God created the heavens and the earth and we are all from Adam. Get away from that story. We the
Black Nation of the Planet Earth, are not from Adam; it is the white race that is from Adam, but not you and I. He was the beginning or the father of this race of people 6,000 years ago. He was a god himself, the father of this race of people, his name was yakub, they called him Jacob. He being a very smart and wise man with a large head, as you see that most of the white people have large heads, They used to call him the big head scientist in his day and time, because of the great massive head he had. I have to go after the history of you and I, to bring you up to our religion. We don't go and try to condemn without showing proof.

This particular nation of people, the black man, that my people have been made to despise, some of the college students, teachers and professors are even saying today that they don't even like black supremacy any more than they like white supremacy. They say now they don't like either one. I would like to question that professor on what kind of rule are you expecting to live under, or what color of people?

Since you have no knowledge of yourself and your history, and God Almighty has brought it to us, the best knower, that I am teaching to you today, I wish that you know this, that we were the supreme rulers for millions and billions of years. The white people that teach my people that I am teaching black supremacy only throws that in to make you dislike the truth that I'm teaching from God, and make you think that you are headed for trouble, as though they are not into white supremacy. They have been ruling us for 6,000 years and they think it's something of a crime that we say, that the Blackman is Supreme ruler.

This, I want you to remember: that a long, long, long, long old time before the white man was ever thought of, we were ruling, not only this earth, but everything in the universe. We our Fathers, are the makers and fashioners of the universe. Our Fathers made it. One of our Fathers, 66 trillion years ago,- don't think I'm making a mistake-66 trillions years ago,-pricking and blast this earth or planet that we're on, divided it, and use one part of it for a light to serve as a light on this part, to reflect the light of the sun at night: we call it moon. That took place 66 trillion years ago, according to the teachings of Almighty God to me. Just a moment, that is not beginning of the Blackman, nor his creation to rule.

Six trillion years before that,we made the moon, to serve as a light to our earth, to take away Mars who had been serving as a moon to our earth the making of the present moon, it was Mars. This Mars was so far away. Almighty God Allah said they prepared this present lifeless piece of planet to reflect sunlight on our earth. It has a lot of affect on our earth, and on the vegetation, and on the lives of you and I. Some of the white people would like to go there and live, according to what I read.

I don't know why they want to go there, well I know why, but I don't know how they are going to live there. There is no life on that part of our planet. There's no water on it, unless it's somewhere in the heart of it, in a rock. And for 66 trillion years, she has been deprived of life, and water, vegetation, because after blasting away of that part of our earth, she lost all the water that was on that part, back on this part, after she was blast 12,000 miles away from the original pocket that we was in at that time.

This part dropped 36,000 miles, and found another pocket, and kept rotating, but the water we didn't lose, as we never lost water. Water you cannot destroy. That's a good sign of the God. You cannot destroy the God, the Black nation, with all of your planning, with all your science in murder or destruction of people, you cannot destroy all of us. You can destroy some of us, but not all of us. There're these scientists of the world, having ideas of trying to blow up these poison weapons, that if they are going, they want to carry us with them. It is their particular idea that they will do away with the earth with atomic weapon and hydrogen bombs, and I say you are mistaken, you won't be able to do that,because we have in our midst today a God that has the power over your thinking. He has power over what you do; you have it in your Bible,he created this mist that's suppose to go and brings out a weapon, listen, this is a warning to the enemy, and to the believer, that if I have power over his mist, I have power over his weapons; I have power over his thinking, and that he will learn through attacking me through my people, that he won't be able to win in a war with me. With the civilized people of the earth today, doing everything to destroy themselves, it is time that my people here know the truth and know how strong their nation is, and know how strong the God of the nation. The reason that you're trembling, fear in the face of white people, it is because of the lack of knowledge of
yourself and the God of you and I, and the god that created the white man, and that people, and the limited knowledge that they have which is six (6). You have no right to fear white people today; to accept the truth, we are the winners; we are the victorious people; we will rule. We have been hear a long, long, time. It was a black man by the name of Yakub, 6,600 years ago who grafted the white race out of us. They are from us. They have tried to cover their birth and their father and their mother by saying that they came from sea life; then, if they came from sea life, then sea life is their god, or their father, or that they're from animals. They would rather say that most anything is their god. They don't like you and I, because of the very nature of which they were created. We can't look for brotherly love from a man that was made to be the enemy of you. You can't look for it, don't expect it. I am not angry with the white race because they hate me, they was made to hate me. We can't get away from that in which by nature we are.

So we have hear six days in the Bible that God created the heaven and the earth, we have six periods in the Holy Qur'an, and other periods that divided into six, that God created the heavens and the earth, but what you have in the Bible there, dated back to 6,000 years ago, means this; That it had taken their father, Yakub, 600 years to make a race out of another race. He was grafting out of darkness, or out of the Blackman for 600 years, to bring out a complete white man altogether different by nature than that in which he was taken from. These are facts that I defy your colleges or university professors to dispute. There are so many of you whispering, going around saying," This old story, we all are from God; we are all brothers; we all are alike." I say to you my people, stop telling other than the truth, you are not like white people. You can't deceive God, nor can you deceive anyone whom God have opened His heart for understanding. You want them to think that you are in so much love with them because you have been made like that by them. You fear them because their fathers put fear in your fathers when they was babies. And now that you have nursed from your grandparents breast which has come down into the breast of the present mothers of the black people here, and every child that they birth has a trembling fear of white people. I say to you my friends, this will get you hell. What I would like that you do: come to Allah and accept Islam and that fear will be removed. You will not have any fear. You fear because you have no knowledge of that which you fear. Again I say to you, that these religions that are burning out or being born, so numerous for the last 6,000 years, it is due to the fact that Almighty God Allah did not try to teach or further His religion after the birth of the white race, because He had agreed to let the white race rule according to his own wishes. As you would find it in the Qur'an and you will find it in the Bible where that Adam was given authority over everything to rule it, that was the white race, bringing into subjection everything of life, even the fish of the sea, birds, animals, everything, all men other than their own race, they have accomplished that. And you have to give them credit, that they have done everything that the book said they would do. They have forced the black man to bow and submit to their rule for the past 6,000 years, and they have trained and made wild animals birds, sea life to submit to their rule, everything has submitted to them, but the God of heaven and a circle of scientists that they could never get into that circle, which is left to start a new world for the Blackman.

I hope that you won't think hard of me for digging into these roots, but it takes these roots, pulled up out of the dark to show you yourself. You have heard probably that the truth shall be told, though I have read too the consequences of telling the truth in the last days; we're suffering that consequence, because 20 million blind, deaf and dumb, people here, spiritually blind, deaf, and dumb, is worth the life of myself and even a portion of my followers to bring in to the life of truth, but nevertheless the Jesus did not tell you what that truth was, that would make you free, you don't have it there, no. He could not tell you at that time, he was 2,000 years ahead of the time when the truth should be told.

We're most hated because we have the knowledge of such truth. No man that is in power wants to be taken out of power and authority, and be replaced by another, no. But it is time.

I think that God has blessed the white man greatly. I think the white race should be willing if God would tell them to stick up their hands and let's go now. I think they should be willing to go.

In America where that they came, killed off the original settlers here, the Red Indians, who were exiled out of what is know as East India today, 16,000 years ago, that was 10,000 years before there was a Caucasian on
our planet. They came through the Bearing Straits over that ice and started making a home here in the Western Hemisphere. At that time the Lord God, Almighty Allah said, they referred to this part of the planet as a prisoner island, because this people, the Indians, Red Indians. They were disobedient to Allah, and to the law of God, and refused to accept Islam.

Islam has always been the teaching or the religion of God, but not always under that name, but the meaning or principle of belief and practice has always been the same: We believe in one God. We submit to that God, entire submission to His will is Islam, that's what we call Islam. And that has always been among us. We never disobeyed Allah until Yakub made a disobedient race of people who would become and did become the very enemy of Almighty God Allah, and his people. Then they began to take us away, stripped us away into their evil disobedience and today now they have all but 90 per cent of the people of the blind population. I should say, disobeying God Almighty following after their own evil ways and other gods they have set up besides Him claiming or giving that god which did not create anything and who has not the power to guide or the power of mercy and love for those who would follow giving them the glory and honor that they should give to Allah.

I say my friend, this may be stinging, but it's facts. As I don't get out to teach very often, but on such occasion as this wherein that I can speak to a thousand, ten thousand of you, I would like to speak with you and give to you the truth.

The Original Man, the first and the last: Go to Asia. Go to Africa. You don't find nobody running around there, unless he's a Christian missionary, preaching the end of the world. They don't have that particular nature to say that such and such a time, that we black people here in Africa and in Asia will be destroyed by God No, it is Europe, it is America, it is the Christian people who preaches the end of the world. It is those people for whom the end has been set.

Their time was limited to live on out planet earth when they were created. It is the white race, that have a certain time to live, and that is 6, 000 years. And the black people have no beginning on our planet, if it is, why? We don't have a birth record of it. And they have no ending. As I say, you can't destroy us all, because we always have one among us who is waiting for you to just [attempt] evil acts to destroy us, and that will be the end of you.

The Judgment of the world is so close, I'm forced to tell you what I am telling you. The Black man of America is so dumb and so helpless, that he is a prey in the hands of the white people. He's easy to forget his own hurt. The white man can kill all of his family today, and tomorrow you will shake hands with him. That's right. He has been made an absolute living coward. He's so humble and submissive, and so dumb and ignorant, that the whiteman can use him for anything he wants. They want the whiteman's friendship, and they have been working on it for four hundred years, and they're just as far off from it today, as they were four hundred years ago.

Look in Mississippi today Look in Philadelphia, look in Chicago, look in New York City. Look in all the cities of America, and you will find your brother's head bleeding with knots on it, from police brutality, and from any whiteman who wants to beat him up.

Due to the fact that he's humble, he's scared to death, he won't put up a fight to protect himself, and the whiteman is like the wolf. He don't care whether the lamb submit or not. And he don't care whether the man likes it or the lamb likes it, he eats him just the same.

Now today under this hypocritical integration, the white man desires to deceive the negro further; pretending that he is a friend, pretending that he wants him now to enter our society, be a member of us, why, because he hears Allah's name being mentioned a lot. They don't want you to come to Allah, they don't want you to believe in Islam. They are against Islam, they are against Allah, they never did teach your parents and my parents nothing of Allah nor of Islam. They didn't teach our parents their own religion.
Three hundred years, our parents was under the lash and burden of slavery, that they was deprived of any knowledge of God, or scripture of any kind. They deprived our fathers of reading and writing, which is the art or science that is used to conveying our ideas to others, you were deprived of.

Less than a hundred years ago he permitted you to go to his church or rather in a church to yourself. And you have been segregated from them ever since. Now today, he says, "let us take him in our society" for what? What do you want to do with him? He don't look like you.

We're watching you; we know what you want to do with him. You want to take him to hell with you that's all. I say that's to bring you out the real raw truth.

The white race was not created for the hereafter. They were created for hell, and hell for them. You have it in both Bible and Qur'an. That's why that their world is coming to an end, and that's why God tells you that He will make manifest the man of sin in that day and time, at the end of their world. And you would be told then the truth of this people. That they were not created to be the people of God, of truth and justice, they are created to be the enemies of God, of truth and justice, and of those who believe in a God of truth and justice.

We the Muslims, here in your midst, we believe in Freedom, Justice and Equality, the truth of God, and the truth of his prophets, and the Scriptures in which God gave to those prophets. We believe in it. We believe in Jesus, we believe in Abraham, we believe in Moses, and the Scriptures in which they brought to us, the people.

We don't believe Jesus is anymore a son of God than you or I, who are the people of God to the Righteous. This is a scandal that they have made you to believe, which is absolutely other than the truth, that some spooky something went around Mary, talked to her and after the spook left her, she was pregnant.

This is the base of the Christian belief, that there was a miraculous life and death of Jesus.

I say my beloved black people here this afternoon, cut that out, that is all false, Joseph was the father of Jesus. No spook makes flesh and blood. Jesus was flesh and blood and his mother bared him in pain, and he had to go nine months before he was born like any other normal child, and he died the death of any other man.

That is something that you don't understand.

If he has rose from the dead, and became a man again, then why haven't you and I seen him? For 2,000 years we haven't met up with that man.

You say he's gone to heaven. What kind of heaven? He didn't change from nothing but the earth, and if he's going back to heaven, he went back to the earth.

He didn't come from no other planet, there is no other planet that you and I can live on, or be born on, if we were born on the earth. We can't go to no other planet and live. That's foolishness to talk such! We did not come from there, and we're not returning to such. And there is no such thing as a Jesus and a God standing on any other planet looking at you and I.

The God is here on this earth. This is the God where you and I live. This is the heaven! This is the hell! Hell and heaven is not a certain place or a particular place, it is the condition of our lives. You won't be able to come through no tombstone, or even through the dust, because they don't come back after they go there.

We have had life, the last for trillions of years and never have anybody returned from that earth that went back to it. When you go back to the earth, you don't rise anymore.
You say, oh yes I believe it. Okay, let's pick a simple example: There was a ship [that] sunk at sea, a submarine blasted it, and all the solders went down in the sea. Alright. Didn't nobody go down there and pick them up and bury them did they? They had died right? Okay, The fish ate them or some other sea animals. And maybe you caught one of the fish that ate some of these soldiers. And you ate the fish, and now when the trumpet is blown where is that soldier coming from?

Your limited knowledge of science makes you destroy yourself or cause much harm to come to you.

You say alright, you're on land alright then, suppose a wild animal ate one of you out here on land okay, he finally dies and his carcass go and then enrich the earth, and fertilizes green grass, a cow or a sheep or something come and eat that grass. Then you kill that animal and eat him, where will they find that man?

Don't you wish for no resurrection of no dead because you have ate many dead yourself.

The resurrection of the dead only means bringing up people - mentally dead - or blind, deaf, and dumb as they call it.

Blind means that you are too spiritually blind that you cannot understand or see the truth and distinguish it from falsehood. And deaf means your ears are so rebellious against truth, that you will not allow them to listen to the truth, And your tongue, or you're dumb because that you don't allow your tongue to practice the truth, and nor receive the teaching of the truth, therefore your tongue is like one that cannot even speak, because it knows nothing about the truth nor can it talk on the truth. So you're called blind, deaf, and dumb.

And there is no such thing as the physical body coming up out of the earth, nor the physical form will take on a new voice.

You'll have a new body, from this old one, but it is like this according to the teachings of the Holy Qur'an, that it will be reversed instead of going into decay, it will go into use again, like an old tree that starts budding out new blossoms, or new limbs. This is what will happen to you that will see the hereafter. You will start growing into a new growth, which will take you back to your youth again, into teenagers, and you will remain like that if you live here a thousand years, because there won't be any decaying on the other side, what I mean the other side after the destruction or disappearance of the whitemans' world, there will be no decay in the blackman.

Everything under this number six decays, because it was built upon that particular principle or nature, that it should decay and die away. I say again to you now the religion, all kinds of religions have been practiced.

You say, “I don't want your Islam, I don't want your Allah”. What do you know about Allah, and what do you know about Islam? Do you mean to tell me that you are so great, you are so powerful, you are so wise, that you will not bow to any other superior being other than yourself? When that you are living under the authority of a Supreme being over you?

We only say to you to submit to the will of the Divine Supreme Being, One Who is wiser than we all, One more powerful than we all, One Who is hearing and knowing, Who is capable of reversing the whole of the creation, and reproducing it, and One Who is able to pass it out of existence and bring in a new one altogether.

You would not bow and submit to a man that has power to take you out of the earth, bring you into a living being, and have the power to remove you from the planet?

Did I to say you that you are rebellious? Yes you are! You don't take time to learn. You are too proud! You are resisting God, because you have never been taught Allah and Islam by the whiteman.
It is against the nature of white people to believe in Allah. They can if they want to. We have a few white people that is in Islam, brought up in it, just like you have been brought up in the white man's Christianity.

Christianity is a religion that the whiteman preaches. It is a religion that was organized. It is not the religion that came with God and the Prophets. It's a religion that they organized. And they organized it to their own satisfaction. And they certainly have been successful under it, but you and I have not. Why?

Why have not you been successful in Christianity? It is because you did not know the tricks that was in it. You took the wrong end of it. You're not successful in trying to play the whiteman's game of civilization. You're both two different people, altogether.

You cannot be successful in trying to integrate in white people, because they will destroy you. You won't destroy them, but they will destroy.

Some of you are so dumb, that you would like to be destroyed. But I say to you that the Black man is not what you think he is. You're looking at the one that has been corrupt, one that has been marred, destroyed. But I say, the real one, that you are from, you don't know him so well. We are this original people, and we are from the originator of the heavens and the earth, when and where it took place. We are from that particular Father.

And I say again and again, we are not equal, we are not born of the same father and mother. we are not the same people by nature the same. The white race a weaker physical people than the original black people. They came from the original black people, and through the grafting; they were made weaker. And by being made physically weaker, they were taught wickedness by their father, they weren't taught to do good; he taught them to be evil; he taught them how to murder and lie when they were even in the mother womb; he practiced on the nurse: told the nurse how to tell the mother lies and the lie went down into her baby. And the baby when it comes here, is born with that lie, and knows by nature how to lie and deceive others. That's why you have it in 8:32 of John, that the Jesus says "I know your father, he was a murderer and a liar from the beginning". This means Yakub.

Yakub's idea was to make a people to be the ruler of our people, or the people that they are from. And he taught his people to murder the black people, destroy them, and build up your own people on the earth. This, the white man has followed to both letter and the spirit.

At that time, when they were grafted out of our people, the population of our planet earth according to the teaching of Almighty God to me was fifty-hundred-million people on our Planet. Five billion people was the population when Yakub begin grafting the white race. And the white has caused that fifty or five billion people to come to this number today: forty four hundred million.

They have destroyed six hundred million of our people since they have been on the planet, and they are still destroying them. They were made like that, you can't blame them, you have to blame yourself.

Their father was the one that made these people murderers. When they can't murder a bird or can't murder some harmless animal or murder some harmless so called negro, they murder themselves. They are born like that, they are great deceivers.

Yakub had to deceive the original fathers to get them to bow and to become clean for his grafting, so he lied to them. He told them that if they follow him, that he would make them make the other people work for them and give them gold and what not, set them in heaven and everything, and therefore they followed Yakub. and Yakub was after enough of them to graft this race of people from them.

He had taken 59,999 people out with him and he made the 60,000 on the Island in the Aegean sea, where he started grafting 6,600 years ago, and after 600 years- though he didn't live 600 years.
He only lived 150 years, so Allah taught me. And after that time he had this before coming back to the main land of Asia, back into our civilization, pale white, blue eyes, and ready to start trouble, and they did.

For six months, they had made so much hell among us, that the King at that time had to call the army in to take them out, so that they could have peace. They made our people fight each other, they would go to the home of one, and tell him a story on another, and divide them as he's doing today.

They have always lived on divide and rule. That tactic they have always used and still uses it. And it is just a matter of time that you wake up and understand the teaching.

It is not that we, I said, can't live among them. We that know them. We can live side by side with them; we're not going to bother them, we know them, and we just ask them to leave us alone, that all.

You that have no knowledge of them, naturally, you are going to have friction with them every so often, because you don't know them, nor do you know yourself.

Now after this, we had this to happen: They were herded together and they were, then, put on their feet to go and try to get into the continent that you call Europe today.

They put them on the Arabian desert and walked across that hot sand. Many of them died, but a few lived. They went into what you call Europe today. They were stripped of all the literature of their fathers. Our fathers brought them back, put them away in vaults. And they came and give to them skins of animals, so that they could have something to wear to cover their nakedness. And they taken our clothes away from them, that they should not wear the custom of the original people.

And that they went into the hills, cave sides of Europe with nothing to go on as guides. And without guides, and after a few years, they became savages. They dug their caves, and they found caves. They lived in caves, and they went about the country-side, or the hill-sides killing wild animals, eating them, and eating them raw, and what not, taking their hide to cover themselves from the cold winter of Europe.

This went on for 2,000 years until the birth of Moses. And this people, they got so far savage, they didn't teach their children when they were born to walk on their legs. The child comes here, he started growing, he kept growing and kept growing and then at the birth of Moses, in the hills and cave sides of Europe, they were walking on their all fours, 4,000 years ago.

And Moses civilized them. Brought them up. Stood them up again. Some of them refused to follow Moses. And The Holy Qur-an said that Allah cursed them and caused them to become apes and swine, monkeys and what not.

And so this is the curses that befell Yakub's civilization, for being disobedient among the Holy people of the Islam world.

And they were cast out and was punished. They was exiled. And after that, they came back among us, and since that time, they have gotten such strong power among us, that they are now ready for a Holy war.

They are ready to contend with us that they can rule self. But this was understood before they ever were created.

It's all written in a book, what they will do, and they're not doing anything other than what was written of them. Therefore, being wise, to what they will do, and how they will do it, the black scientist today are lying quiet as though he's dead, waiting for an opportune moment to rise up and do his work.
You won't kill them all. You will start but you will stop. You're going to the Moon? for what? You can't hide there. You want to go to Venus? You can't stay there. You can't go to Mars, it's too cold for you. Venus is too hot for you, and the Moon is without any life whatsoever, and you can't stay there unless you carry enough of this atmosphere to live on. You've got to distill all your food from the earth to eat. And even if you was on Mars or Venus, you couldn't eat the food there.

Every Planet carries its own weight of life or its own kind of life, and you and I cannot just adapt our lives with that life on that planet. You can't drink the water on that planet it will kill you. You have to confine your own life to this earth where you came from. And I don't care where you go, you will finally return to this earth, if you have to drift back to space, you'll come back to the earth.

You must know today the time is at hand, and I must tell you, it is my people that I'm after. They are the ones that are dead. They are the dead of the Bible.

The whiteman is all wise to all that I'm saying. I'm not trying to teach him. He knows. It is you that don't know. I'm not trying to force you to follow me. I'm only trying to tell you the truth. You follow whom you please.

Allah can do without you. We have oceans of people on this planet, and if you never join on to them, they will never miss you.

Christianity versus Islam: Christianity as I said, and you can bear me witness, is an organized religion. It is not a religion that Jesus is the author or founder of. Jesus knew nothing of Christianity in the day he was living. Christianity came after his death.

Jesus was of the same religion that I am teaching to you today, Islam. Jesus was a Muslim. He said that he came not to destroy the law of the prophets. Then they makes sense over here where he says in the older times; he said, "an eye for eye, a tooth for a tooth" meaning, Moses' law taught them that.

And for you, now, if he smacks you on one side of the cheek, turn the other, knock out your tooth go ahead and give him another tooth to knock out out.

This was the slave-master's way of making some harmless slaves. He didn't want the slave to strike back, so he tell them that the book say this: "You shall not throw railing for railing" They even tell me now, "Why do you teach them to hate us?" They never say why I'm teaching to hate that they call hate. Then you are wrong. You shouldn't do that if the whiteman have did that, then you should not do that yourself. You should bring about love among us. But I say that all the while I am teaching you, they are giving hell right on. They can't do any better; their nature don't teach them to love you and treat you like they treat themselves.

And you, being an original Black person, you yourselves cannot, by nature, be one of them by no means, unless that you are made into them.

Again, I say, you are a fool to want to go and be just like your slave master. You are a fool to want to destroy your identity. You are a fool to want to be equal members in their society, when you are not. You cannot demand the slave master to give you equal recognition, when you are not. He's the master and you are the slave. You can't do that.

You cannot demand him to give you fair employment. That's his job. He made it, and he do what he please with it. He will take his own people if he wants them in front of you, and any other nation will do the same.

What you and I should do is go make a job for our people, and for ourselves. But we are a bit lazy. We don't want to work and produce work for our people. We want to beg other people.
I say you are well able, educators, to produce employment for your own people if you would unite, and get to yourself to do it.

You cannot, with 20 million people here, depend on the white race, white America, to produce or create jobs for you and build your needs, build houses, farms for you, everything that you want, from a pair of socks, to a hat on your head, he has to produce.

I say this thing is not going to last forever. Even it they wanted to do so, it won't last forever.

They are now a great people in population, and you are like your fathers was in servitude slavery, begging your masters for bread, begging master for clothes, begging master for a shovel. If you are turned down, you should not think hard of them, think hard of yourself.

For one hundred years, they have said that we are free, though I know, you know, that you are not freed in deed, but I say, they said that we are free, lets try and exercise some of it.

Go to the master and say "Let me go from you, help me to go from you, and help me stay from you."

A lazy man don't ever want to go out from a house that he can get away with or get along without work.

Most of our leaders don't want to go to work or put their people to work to build a man's world. He says, "I'm just as much a citizen as you. I am entitled to this." That's a coward talking to the father.

We know that we are not equal in sharing America. Why should we boast that we are.

We know we are not citizens. We could not be citizens unless we were white people. We are alien. We were brought here, not to be made citizens of this country, equal citizens with the white man, nor to receive equal justice. We were brought here for burden bearers. And you are fighting them today to try and force them against their own will and against the very law of nature, to accept you as their equal, and share with you equally in all they have.

This is against the very law of nature. They can't do that. And you would like to destroy yourself into yourself, by marrying into them, and they are not going to let you do that.

There is no intelligent decent white people who wants a negro as his son-in-law, or daughter-in-law. And there is no decent and intelligent black, man who wants a white son-in-law nor a white daughter-in-law.

Being ignorant of yourself, and like many other African people that the white man has destroyed by going into them, destroying their identity as he have you, he had a better chance at you because you was in his house.

As I say, 85 per cent, as it is said by certain writers, 95 per cent of us is destroyed by the white man's blood.

You thinking that you are going to get up to his equal by opening your doors to admitting him in. You're only destroying yourself. He's wise! He don't intend on destroying his people, not with your blood.

The White Camellia, and the National; party in National Party in America, the Ku Klux Klan. I don't blame them for wanting to keep you out of their family. I don't blame them for not wanting the integration law to pass, because they know what will be the results. I don't want it myself. No. I want separation. Being eaten and destroyed by a people, and then I should say to them: that they teach me for the the purpose of destroying me? No. I want to leave you.
We can't get along in peace. We have given you an example in Los Angeles of the white man's very nature. We tried to be at peace with them. We go unarmed, and they don't like that. They pounce upon us like wild animals out of the jungle, and start shooting us up, even in our Temple. Killing one, and wounding five or six others, one or two permanently.

They want to take care of you in their hospitals with a bullet through your body, or a vast artery, or the spine. They would rather take care of you there cripple, make make mock of you to have you remorse, and they say, "there's a nigger I shot", there's a nigger I killed, there's a nigger I beat." I say to you and I, as Moses said to the Hebrews, under Pharaoh, up, let us get out of here.

With the whiteman's anger in the south and his hatred of his once slave, that he don't want him even to sit on the seat besides him.

How can you expect that red sun-burnt white man with one side of his mouth turning his mouth dyed with brown mule tobacco, to be so friendly with you, to take you today as a brother.

The Federal Government has to send an Army to permit one even to get into his school, I say to you my Brother Meredith you was a fool.

I say to the government, if you have to send an army to put me in this school, and to watch me to keep him from killing me, what will he do after you leave?

They're called ignorant. No intelligent person would take such foolish chance. I go to your door and knock on it and you tell me "No, don't come in my house." I say to you, thank you, I will go away. I will not go out and tell the police, "Make him let me in his house, I'm suppose to go in there." No. I would be ashamed to tell the police that. Some of our people, lying down on their restaurant floors, and coffee shops, begging and praying. "Let me have a cup of coffee in here with you. Let me have a sandwich in here with you, Let me have a meal with you."

I am ashamed of my own people, for being so ignorant. The intelligent way to get a person to respect you, is to first respect yourself, and others.

Islam, the natural religion of man, is the only cure for the so-called American Negro. It puts a sense of dignity in that man. For the first time you feel like a man! For the first time you feel like you should not beg other people to do that for you what you can do for yourself.

And for the first time in your life, that you find love in your heart for yourself and your kind. You love your people after Islam.

But Christianity divides you. We are the results or victims of Christianity. Who made us spiritually blind? It was white Christians who went after our people and put them in chains 400 years and brought them here. Some of us say that Christianity is God's religion and it's Jesus' religion. So foolish a thing Christian beliefs are based on three(3) gods, is based on life after death, based on Jesus rising from the dead, and had a miraculous birth and death.

This you have to believe before you could ever be called a Christian, or believe in Christianity.

This is contrary from the God's own nature, I am thy God, and me and me alone should you serve. I know no other God. I am the first, and I am the last. It is written, in the birthright.

Alright then, how can you say that he is the god, His son is the god and His holy ghost is the god? How can you say something like that?
There is no such thing as Jesus being the equal with God. How could he be equal with his own maker? He admitted that he was not equal with his Father. He admitted that he had no power, but that which he would be given or was given to him from His Father.

He said I am not His equal, no I am from Him. I am His servant. Think over that. And I know nothing, only what He has given to me, and I can do nothing without Him.

Here you come saying he is the equal. He was in the day, and all the like of that, when the God was present. Was Jesus here when the heaven and the earth was created? No. He was from that Father, but he was not the equal in making the universe with his Father.

The universe was here when he was born, like us. And he knew not how to build a universe, but my Fathers built one. And my wisdom and understanding has not went that high yet to understand how to take my will, and put it into space, and start a planet to swirling out there in a pocket, and create life on it. No, I can't do that, but my Father did that. And Jesus did not do that. Jesus was no more than Abraham or Moses. He was just a prophet.

He did his work and he prophesied that I go away; meaning, He will die like all other prophets. "But nevertheless, the Father will send you one to bring you into the knowledge of truth. I can't tell it all myself, but he will send you one. He said you should understand."

The white race has made them a little religion to catch black people with. Christianity, if you study it, you will find that the whole of its teachings is nothing but slavery. It's to enslave black people for the service of white people; That's all it's for. Attack me on any of it, and I will prove to you. I will lay your religion so bare, barer than your feet, to show you that it's nothing but slavery teaching.

There is no such thing as Jesus sitting in a heaven waiting for the final Judgment. He won't be here when the final Judgment come anymore than Moses or Abraham.

He's gone back to the earth, or rather he's embalmed, and he will stay there another well 8,000 years. They embalmed him to last 10,000 years, and that his body will disappear at the end of ten thousand years. And it will disappear at this very hour if air is let in that tube that he's in.

He's not alive, he looks just like he did the day that they killed him, but he's not alive. Go there and yell to him all you want to, he can't speak, he can't hear you either.

I visited in 59, the tomb Abraham, his wife Sarah, and this other woman Hagar, they have them over there. I also saw Jacob's tomb, there over there. But let me tell you one thing, you have been made to believe everything that you hear. without even trying to study it and examine it to see whether or not it was the truth. Just so as long as the devil say "here it is nigger," you took it for granted that it was the truth.

We have the emblem of Christianity as a cross, and a crucified man on it right? That is the emblem of Christianity, which means that the people who follow this religion will suffer persecution, they will suffer enslavement, they will suffer death under this particular religion.

They will be bound in the power of the white man hand and feet. They won't be able to move their hands for their use. They won't be able to use their feet to walk to that in which that they want to. Their steps will be limited. They are nailed to the cross of Christianity under the power of the white man. Their heads are crowned with thorns, not literally thorns, but that particular ignorant knowledge of the truth, going through their brain cells, like a literal thorn being pricked into the brain. There you are, unable to think for self. Christianity deprives you of that. That's the thorns in your head now. You are stabbed through the heart, you are unable to feel the wounds, you died with grief and sorrow under Christianity.
Islam is different. The Holy Qur'an says, "He that believe in Allah and in His prophets, and in His book, keeps up prayer, pays the poor rate, there is no fear for him nor shall he grieve". And that is right. As soon as you believe in Christianity, it increases your fear.

So I say to you my beloved brothers and sisters the time is running on, but I must take a look at this first: If Christianity is the right religion, why must you use a murder sign? That ole cross on yonder field, an emblem, the Christians say of sinning or something like that.

Someday, the Christians say, I hope you exchange this cross; for what, for a starry crown. I also say that with them, I hope someday you will change that old cross, to a starry crown.

We, the Muslim people, hate the death sign. We the Muslim people, worship God in the best manner. We take for our sign for a religion, the Sun, the Moon, and the Star. They call it the Crescent, the background is the red, it means the Sun. It means this physically, that the Sun gives the freedom of light and warmth. The Moon or Star rather, is a sign or emblem of Justice.

In the physical world, it serves as a guiding thing for us in the night, and also the Moon she's in our flag, or in our representing our religion, as equality. In the physical world she helps the Sun to feed the vegetation at night while the Sun doesn't shine on it. She helps the Sun keep life in equal balance at her equator.

This is the magnetic power of the Moon on the Earth, and we call her a sign of equality, because she came from the earth, and now she's helping the earth and confined to the power of the live earth, which she was once of, and is unable to pull away from it, because she don't have the life to leave. now, no conscious, to leave, or to pull her away from there.

This is a sign for you and I and the wisdom that you and I should learn. You are a mentally dead nation here, in the midst of a live nation. As the Holy Qur'an say, "Allah will bring the dead from the living, and the living from the dead". You are a dead nation and a live nation. Now you can't leave this people until life has been infused in yourself. While you are dead you are rotating around this people, and can't get away from them.

This teaching is to give you life, so that you might find a sphere of your own that you can rotate in. So therefore we have a sign of our religion as the Crescent, I say you don't like it. Do you not like the Sun, do you not like the Moon, do you not like the stars, yes you like all of that because that's essential for your own well being or your own life. But without the Sun you couldn't live. And without the Moon's work that she's doing for the earth, her title waves would soon sweep us off into dry land; they have control over them if it was left loose. But the moon keeps the title waves reaching up at her; therefore, they are commanded that they shall not set over the bound or the bound is set in the ocean. And also the stars. We are asking America for freedom in deed. We are asking America for equal justice under her law of justice. We are asking America to let us build ourselves up as equal human beings as she has; build ourselves up in the world of nations as equal to the nations. We must remember my friends, that we have to go from scratch to get to that which is something, that which is salvation to you and I.

Don't look for integration, look for separation. You can never be successful in trying to live in the house with the white man as a member of his family, unless you're going to be his slave, and you and you fathers lived in his house for 300 years as his slave and now in a hundred years you are still in the status of a free-slave. You have nothing.

You have helped him fight his wars, you have helped him to build a great civilization that is absolutely not equal by any of his brothers, He's the richest of all his brothers, and he has the greatest country of all of his brothers. And you and I have helped them, and our fathers before us for 400 years to come into this great richness that he's enjoying. He has shot his own brothers down that he said was an enemy to us, to him. And then he has put us on our own brothers to kill our own brothers, and we did that [because] he said [our
brother] was an enemy of his. Now today I say, try to study for yourself, do you see any hope, do you see any future for 20 million so-called American Negroes in America for yourself, living as you are living, seeking jobs, employment that is created by the whiteman.

Do you see a future for yourself, and your nation for the duration of your nation's life? Not under the same condition or in the same condition, begging the white man to go and create jobs for you to be hired on and pay out of his own pocket.

The Black man in America faces a serious economic problem today and the white race's Christianity cannot solve it.

You, the so-called American Negro, with the help of Allah can solve your own problem. The truth must be recognized by the black man. He himself, has assisted greatly in creating this serious problem of unemployment, insecurity and lack.

Before the black man can begin to gain economic security, he must be awakened from the dead and gain knowledge, understanding and wisdom which will enable him to follow my teachings.

Islam, and only Islam, will point the way out of the entanglement of "want in the midst of plenty" for the followers of Islam, the true religion of the black nation. He (Mr. W.F Muhammad, God in person) chose to suffer 3 1/2 years to show His love for His people, who have suffered over 300 years at the hands of a people who by nature are evil and wicked and have no good in them. He was persecuted, sent to jail in 1932, and ordered out of Detroit, on May 26, 1933. He came to Chicago in that same year and was arrested almost immediately on His arrival and place behind bars. He submitted Himself with all humbleness to his persecutors.

Each time he was arrested, he sent for me so that I might see and learn the price of Truth for us, the so-called American Negroes (members of the Asiatic nation). He was well able to save Himself from such suffering, but how else was the scripture to be fulfilled?

We followed in His footsteps, suffering the same persecution.

My people are yet sound asleep to the knowledge of the good that is being carried on for their deliverance. The whole world of our kind awaits the awakening, and our awakening is the last step in the Resurrection and Judgment of the world.

It is a sin that we were put so soundly to sleep. The end of the world has arrived, and most of us know not.

Our enemies' greatest desire is that we remain asleep.

My people fight and oppose the God of our own salvation. Allah chose for us Islam as a religion. He desires to set us in Heaven at once, on condition that we submit to Him and accept the religion of Islam, the religion of God and His prophets.

In the religion (Islam), He offers us universal friendship. And we who have submitted to Him know this to be true. We know white people have and will continue to persecute anyone who offers help to us, the so-called American Negroes (Asiatics).

Should persecution or even death stop the worthy help that will save the lives of the so-called Negroes? No, it shall not.

The so-called Negroes are absolutely friendless and have sought, in vain, friendship from their enemies, due
to the ignorance of self and their enemies.

Now they are offered universal friendship if they will only accept their own (Allah and Islam). Seek first the friendship of your own people and then the friendship of other (if there is any friendship in the others).

We have made the grave mistake of Lazarus and the Prodigal Son, (St.Luke:Chapter 15), the one who was so charmed over the wealth and food of the rich man that he could not leave his gate to seek the same for himself,-regardless of the disgraceful condition in which the rich man puts him, even to sending his dogs to attack him. The angels had to come and take him away.

The other(Prodigal Son), being tempted by the loose life of strange women, drinking, gambling, and adultery, cause him to love the stranger's way of life so much so that it cost him all that he originally possessed (self-independence and Divine Guidance). His Father (God in person) had to come and be his representative to again meet his brothers, family, and friends.

Nothing fits the description of us better, the so-called Negroes (Asiatics). Many of us today are so lazy that we are willing to suffer anything rather than go for self.

It is true that our God has come to set us in Heaven, but not a Heaven wherein we will not have to work.

Fear is the worst enemy that we have, but entire submission to Allah (God) and His Messenger will remove this fear.

The white race put fear in our fore parents when they were babies, so says the the word of Allah. We must have for our peace and happiness (the 17,000,000 so-called Negroes) that which others nations have.

This before-mentioned peace and happiness cannot come under any other flag but our own.

If God desires for us such joy, why shouldn't we give up begging and be real men and sit with the rulers of the earth, ruling our own?

Our first step is to give back to the white man his religion (Christianity), his church, and his names. These three are chains of slavery that hold us in bondage to them. We are free when we give up the above three.

The so-called Negroes must know that they have been deceived and must be brought face to face with God and the devil. They must get away from the old slavery teaching that Jesus, who was killed 2,000 years ago, is still alive somewhere waiting and listening to their prayers. He was only a prophet like Moses and the other prophets and had the same religion (Islam). He did His work and is dead like others of His time and has no knowledge of their prayers to Him.

Since Islam over-ran mankind in the seventh century after Jesus and is still a power over man, why did not the translators of the Bible mention it? Why didn't they give us the name of the religions of the prophets, since they claim a religion for Jesus?